
The Sounds of Summer:   
7th and 8th Grade Summer Reading 2018 

 

Choose at least ONE of the following books to read over the summer, and complete the 

writing assignment described at the end of this list.  The books are arranged from easier to 

more challenging, mature reads.  Have a GREAT summer! 

 

 

The Sweetest Sound by Sherri Winston 

Cadence Jones, from Harmony, Pennsylvania, has an amazing voice--and an 

introvert’s shyness.  When she and her friends decide to audition for the 

youth choir, Cadence has decide if she’ll sing out or stand back.  

 

 

 

 

The Secret Life of Ms. Finkleman by Ben H. Winters 

When her social studies teacher announces an assignment for students to 

solve a mystery in their own lives, Bethesda decides to investigate the middle 

school band director, Ms. Finkleman.  When Bethesda discovers Ms. 

Finkleman’s punk rock past, the project becomes much more interesting to 

everyone at Mary Todd Lincoln Middle School. 

 

 

 

Blackbird Fly by Erin Entrada Kelly 

Apple carries just a few objects with her to remember her childhood in the 

Philippines, including a mix-tape of Beatles songs that was her father’s. 

Navigating 8th grade in Louisiana proves tricky for Apple, but once she gets a 

guitar in her hand, she feels she stands a chance to become the person she 

wants to be.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Solo by Kwame Alexander 

Blade Morrison wishes his story were different.  He wishes his mother hadn’t 

died when he was younger; he wishes his father wasn’t a former rock-star and 

struggling addict attempting to make a comeback; he wishes the paparazzi 

would leave him alone so he could pursue a relationship with the one girl he 

truly likes. He sets off to trace his own roots and write his own life story after his 

world starts to unravel.  (Like Alexander’s other books, this is a novel-in-verse.) 

 

 

Good Enough by Paula Yoo 

Patti Yoon spends a lot of time practicing her violin, but not because she likes 

it; she spends a lot of time on the things that will make her a PKD: perfect 

Korean daughter.  With the help of a few friends she meets along the way, Patti 

begins to consider if her parents’ dreams for her are the ones she truly wants to 

pursue.  

 

 

Guitar Notes by Mary Amato 

Tripp and Lyla seem to have little in common besides the practice room they 

share on alternate days at their school.  They form an unlikely friendship when 

Lyla, the cellist, begins leaving notes for Tripp in the strings of his guitar. 

Drawn together by the shared space, the two high school students help each 

other to pursue their musical dreams.  

 

 

 

Writing assignment: 

For the novel you’ve chosen, generate a list of 6-8 songs--a short playlist, if you will--that you 

know and like (music YOU listen to) that you believe reflect the main character’s experiences 

and/or feelings over the course of the novel.  Choose songs whose lyrics and overall mood 

connect to specific moments or experiences in the main character’s story.  When you return to 

school, your list of songs will be the basis of a longer writing assignment about how and why 

music helps us understand the main character.   Be creative and have fun--bring a typed 

list of the songs you’ve chosen (including the song’s title and the artist’s name) 

with you to share with me on the first day of English class. 


